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1.Introduction

It is essential that nuclear power plant operators judge plant conditions

correctly and operate a plant optimally in both normal and abnormal

situations. Therefore, operators are trained using an operator training

simulator in addition to classroom instruction.

Individual instruction using a CAI (Computer-Assisted Instruction) system

has also become popular as a method of learning plant information, such as

plant dynamics, operational procedures, plant systems, plant facilities and so

on.

However, until now, it was impossible to generalize the contents of teaching

materials and the contents of system functions.

:] Recent progress in artificial intelligence technologies, computer network

- technologies and high-performance engineering workstations (EWS) has

jp^: encouraged us to s tudy an inte l l igent CAI system (ICAI system) from the point

[•. of view of mult i-media ut i l izat ion, plant dynamics simulation technologies,

?y- cogni t ive science and other areas.

S A software system must be necessarily large and complicated to allow the

'• development of a high- level ICAI system. Therefore, we invest igated a method

I of designing a network-based ICAI system which connects mult iple

J workstat ions to an LAN ef fect ive ly .

J We developed and evaluated a prototype ICAI system on mult iple Unix

';. workstations through Ethernet. This paper describes the outline of our

; prototype system and the results of our evaluation.

2.Requirements of a ICAI system

Conventional CAI systems mainly use individual personal computers or

; workstations, because of the small amount of teaching materials and functions

they contain. Recently, intelligent CAI systems are required to effectively and

(y efficiently provide not only intelligent instruction for students (operators)

fk but also educational guidance and educational record management.

f { Therefore, it is necessary to develop a network-based ICAI system which

p- can accommodate multi-media information, plant dynamics simulation,

I'- intelligent educational guidance and the educational record management

p v The main functions of our prototype system are as follows:

j (DMulti-media information

-" f "



This function provides flexible, smooth man-machine communication, like
verbal and graphics based dialogue. Multi-media processes, such as
animation, pictures, voice and others are presented in understandable
manner.
(2)PWR plant dynamics simulation

This function manages PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor) plant dynamics
simulation, and includes simulations of many possible malfunctions. Operators
perform operations which allow them to learn plant dynamics by pointing at
icons on the CRT screen.
(3)Intelligent educational guidance

This function evaluates an operator's knowledge level and presents
relevant material and advice in accordance with the operator's understanding.
More specifically, they are as follows:

• Regeneration of problems in response to answers to questions
• Presentation of hints or easier materials depending on the number of

incorrect answers.
(4)Educational record management

This function collectively manages an operator's records. They consist of
the following:

• Learning history
• Record of questions and answers between the instructor and the operators

3.System configuration
Figure 1 shows the configuration of our prototype ICAI system for a

distributed processing environment, which adopted the above-mentioned
functions.
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Figure 1: Configuration of the ICAI system in a distributed processing envirQnment
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( i )Learning area

The multiple workstations which store the teaching materials, such as

operation manuals, plant functions, plant equipment and so on, are used as

operator terminals.

• The teaching materials are composed of texts, pictures and animated

graphics.

• The operators are able to use the touch panel, voice recognition unit and

audio response unit as intell igent interfaces.

(2)Instructor support area

One workstation is used as the terminal for the instructor. Support

functions include: dialogue management between the instructor and operators,

an evaluation of the operator's understanding, intel l igent educational

guidance according to an operator's knowledge level, personal record

management, and recreation of an experienced operator's way of th ink ing.

• The personal dialogue record data base, learning history data base, and

teaching strategies for guidance are stored here.

• An experienced operator's way of th ink ing is simulated using the operator

model " > .

(3)PWR plant dynamics simulation area

PWR power plant dynamics, which must be understood to learn how to

handle plant operations in normal as well as conditions of an anomaly, are

simulated at a speed 17.0 times faster than real time by adopting parallel

processing.

• The fast - running simulation is carried out by processing a dynamic model

in parallel using a t igh t ly coupled computer with eight processors.

• This function is also used as the plant state predict ive simulator.

4.Development of the prototype system

To investigate our proposed network-based CAI system, we developed and

evaluated a prototype system incorporating, multi-media, PWR plant dynamics

simulation, teaching aids and educational record management using the

following environment.

(DEWS : Existing standard workstations and graphic workstations with a

- live video processing function

j ' (2)Communication system : TCP/IP protocol of Unix through Ethernet

j (3)User interface : X window system

i? Examples of CRT pictures supplied to the operator are shown in Figure 2

P and Figure 3. Figure 2 shows the teaching materials for the control rod

h control system using computer graphics (CG). The dr iv ing mechanism of the

%• control rod is explained in the text of this CRT. An operator learns the
i, dynamic mechanism through the CG animation, selected by pointing at an icon.
I Under certain circumstances, VTR information is available.
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Figure 2: The CG animation display

Figure 3 shows the teaching materials an operator can use to learn

quantitatively the plant dynamics of the pressurizer pressure control system .

By studying the materials in the text and simulating the operations of the

plant using the PWR plant dynamics simulation function, an operator can

confirm the relevant process parameters of the system.

Figure 3: The display of the PWR plant dynamics simulation
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As mentioned above, an operator can flexibly select teaching aids from
the multi-media information and simulate aspects of plant operations using the
quantitative simulation function.

5.Discussion
Our evaluation of the prototype system yielded useful information

concerning the functions of the ICAI system. It is summarized as follows:
( i ) I t is more effective for operator and instructor workstations to have the
same database to avoid mass data transmission in a distributed processing
environment. A important feature of a distributed database is that loads are
not concentrated in one place; however it is not easy to maintain each
database. Now, the database has become more useful because anyone can
retrieve data, such as the structure of knowledge data like the hyper-text.
(2)1 he animation function is efficient when operators learn the dynamic
mechanism of the plant components.
(3)An operator can quickly and quantitatively learn plant dynamics using the
fast-running PWR plant dynamics simulation. Therefore, this ICAI system
reduces the operator's lesson time, and allows them to use this function as the
plant state predictive simulator.
(4)To achieve intelligent instruction, which offers suitable materials and
advice information in accordance with the operator's understanding, the
above-mentioned operator model and student modelC2) must be used to express
an operator's level of understanding.

6.Conclusions
As the first step in the creation of an ICAI system, we developed a

prototype for a distributed processing environment, using knowledge
engineering, cognitive engineering, multi-media interface techniques and
distributed processing techniques.

We will develop the following:
(1)A database structure for a student model and an operator model
(2)A support system to create teaching materials
(3)A method of evaluating the effectiveness of the ICAI system
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